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Three Top Tips f o r  

M arketing your Ar t 

If you do nothing else this year these are my top three tips for getting your art 

marketing off the ground.  

The Essential Mailing List 

Why is having a mailing list getting such emphasis?  Why is it essential?  Because we really need to have a way of 

keeping in touch with people who have bought our art and people who have expressed interest in our work. I can-

not stress enough how important this is. And it doesn’t have to be a complex thing to do.  So, what are the basics 

you need? 

A simple means of keeping a list of your customers and people who are interested. With the need to comply with 

data protection I would strongly advocate using a system like Mailchimp or Constant Contact (there are others) be-

cause these types of online systems will handle some of the aspects of GDPR for you. For example, in Mailchimp 

part of how it works is to offer people the option to unsubscribe from your list. Very simple and all done for you. For 

small lists a lot of these systems are free or very low cost to begin with so the investment is minimal.  

How do I build my list?  

There are lots of ways of doing this, one that I think all artists need to be doing is to have a simple “sign up to my 

newsletter” sheet on display at any event or exhibition you go to. Start with this and then develop further ideas 

as your marketing grows. If you enjoy social media there are lots of ways of using platforms like Instagram, 

Twitter and Facebook to help in list building.  

Once you’ve begun building your list then you can start sending out a newsletter or some piece of communication 

that keeps you in touch with your existing and potential buyers.  The main point of the newsletter is to build rela-

tionship. To let people into your artistic world in some way for them know what you are up to. In my experience it 

takes time for people to come to a decision to buy a piece of art. There are the occasional and rather wonderful 

exceptions when someone walks up and says I’ll have that one. However, understandably most people will take 

some time to think before they spend a couple of hundred pounds on something.  By keeping in contact not only 

are we continuing to develop our initial contact with them we are also keeping our art in the forefront of their 

minds 

Relationship Building by Keeping in Touch 
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My last tip is about having an online presence – somewhere people can see your art either a website or a Facebook 

page. I always notice that the number of visitors to my website increases after I have done an event. People will 

pick up business cards and then take a look again when they have a moment. So, we need to have a place where 

we can be seen. It doesn’t necessarily have to be a website because for that you need to either be confident with 

technology to do it yourself or have the money to pay someone to do it for you. Facebook can be a good enough 

start.  Facebook business pages can be tailored to include information about your business and there are ways to 

show photos of your work. Plus, it has the added advantage that you can interact with people through it very easi-

ly.  

So, my top tips for the beginning marketing your art.  There is always more we can do, these three things are the 

basics for a good marketing starter plan.  

Online Presence 

What to include? 

My newsletter is intended to continue the conversations I begin with people at my events. I want to keep them 

informed of what I am doing, new initiatives and progress with my art and as I am also a creative coach and I 

have quite a few amateur and semi professional artists signed up to my list I also I like to let these people know 

what I am thinking about art and art business through my blog.  Essential information to include will be what up-

coming exhibitions and events you will be doing.  

How often should you send something?  I send a newsletter about once month.  Less is fine, and definitely before 

any event where there is an opportunity to see your work. As for the technicalities of designing and sending out a 

newsletter, then systems like Mailchimp and constant contact have newsletter templates that you can use.  They 

make it incredibly simple to keep in touch.  

Lin Cheung is a creative coach and artist based in Buxton.  

As a creative coach Lin is interested in working with people in the areas of artist mindset and developing an arts 

business.  

She likes to work with people to  help them release and free up creative energy to make the best of art of which 

they are capable. She also enjoys working and developing the more practical and technical aspects of art practice 

to support the creation of vibrant authentic work. 

As a practising and exhibiting artist, experienced group leader, teacher and personal development professional 

Lin brings a unique set of skills to coaching for creativity and business.  Applying this combination of skill and ex-

perience to artistic coaching means she understands the significance of how we think and feel about our work 

and how that can influence what we create.  

Lin Cheung Artist and Creative Coach 

“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you 

did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” – Maya Angelou  


